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Abstract 

Mesoporous yolk-shell silica spheres with different shell thicknesses and yolk sizes 

(YxSy) were synthesized by incubating mesostructured silica nanospheres with water. 

Al-modified YxSy-supported NiMo catalysts were prepared and applied to 

hydrodesulfurization (HDS) of dibenzothiophene (DBT) and 4,6-dimethyldibenzothiophene 

(4,6-DMDBT). The shell thickness and yolk size have a large effect on the HDS activities. 

Among the as-made catalysts, NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst with relatively low shell thickness (13 

nm), yolk size (30 nm) and proper structural stability exhibit the highest activities for HDS of 

DBT and 4,6-DMDBT at the weight time of 1.39-13.76 g min mol-1, of which its DBT 

conversion at 1.39 g min mol-1 (50.4%) is 1.5 times as that of the reference NiMo/Al2O3 

(33.6%), four times as that of NiMo/Al-Y83S28 (12.3%) and what’s more, the HDS conversion 

of Al-Y30S13 could reach 99.5% at 13.76 g min mol-1 (about 2.5 ppm S remained). Its 

4,6-DMDBT conversion at 1.39 g min mol-1 (27.1%) is almost 2 times as that over 

NiMo/Al2O3 (13.8%), and 2.7 times as that over NiMo/Al-Y83S28 (9.9%). Additionally, the 

95.7% HDS conversion (about 16.6 ppm S remained) of Al-Y30S13 could be obtained at 13.76 

g min mol-1. The good HDS performance of the NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst could be derived 

from the synergistic effect of moderate shell thickness and relatively small yolk size, proper 

structural stability, appropriate acidity, moderate metal-support interaction (MSI), suitable 

dispersion and desirable stacking morphology of the Ni and Mo species. DBT HDS over the 

NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst shows the lowest direct desulfurization (DDS)/hydrodesulfurization 

(HYD) ratio (2.70), demonstrating that the increase of HYD proportion could improve the 

ability of ultra-deep desulfurization of catalysts. 4,6-DMDBT HDS over the NiMo/Al-Y30S13 

catalyst shows the highest selectivity of isomerization (ISO) route (69%), illustrating that the 

ISO route is the dominant pathway. Furthermore, the mechanisms of DBT and 4,6-DMDBT 

HDS are proposed over NiMo/Al-YxSy materials. 

Keywords:  

Yolk-shell silica; Catalysts; Hydrodesulfurization; Dibenzothiophene; 

4,6-dimethyldibenzothiophene;  

1. Introduction  
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Excessive sulfur content in diesel fuel can cause environmental pollution and threaten 

human health [1]. Therefore, the environmental legislations in many countries become 

increasingly strict, causing the current regulations limit its sulfur content to less than 10 ppm 

in diesel [ 2 ]. HDS is one of the current desulfurization crafts, in which 

organosulfur compounds react with hydrogen at high pressures and temperatures in the 

presence of heterogeneous catalysts [3]. The knotty problem is how to remove S atom from 

the refractory molecules such as DBT and 4,6-DMDBT [4]. However, the ultra-deep removal 

of DBT and 4,6-DMDBT on the conventional NiMo/γ-Al2O3 catalysts are hard to realize [5,6]. 

To meet the regulations of diesel desulfurization, many strategies have been adopted, among 

which the exploitation of support material with good properties was an efficient method. A 

possible reason for improving catalytic performance was that the morphology of the active 

metals (stacking layer number (SLN), stacking length (SL)) could be modulated by the 

properties of supports [7].  

So far, the researches of supports mainly focus on: (1) Al2O3, on the one hand, B, F, or P 

were doped into the framework of alumina for the acid modification to pursue higher HDS 

performance [8-10]. On the other hand, K, Ca, Na, or Mg could be used for alkali modulation 

to improve the ability of carbon deposition resistance and prolong the life of catalysts [11-14]. 

And the alumina supports with ordered mesopores were also prepared to enhance its mass 

transfer ability [15]. Nevertheless, the drawback of Al2O3 support is that it has no Brønsted (B) 

acid sites, which is not conducive to ultra-deep desulfurization of diesel. (2) 

Micro-mesoporous composites; such as, Beta-MCM-41, Beta-SBA-15, ZSM5-SBA-15, 

Beta-SBA-16 and ZSM-5-SBA-16, etc [16-19]. By combining the advantages of mesoporous 

materials and zeolites, these materials could break the restrictions of individual zeolites and 

mesoporous materials used in the HDS reaction. However, the primary disadvantage of 

meso-microporous composite is its long synthesis period, so it is really difficult to produce in 

a large scale. (3) Al-modified silica materials, for instance, Al-SBA-15, Al-MCM-41, 

Al-KIT-6, Al-MCF, Al-SBA-16, and so on [20-24]. The acidity of SiO2 and MSI of pure SiO2 

to active metals are weaker than that of γ-Al2O3, which restricts their application in HDS 

reaction. However, bridging Al species on the hydroxyl group of the silicon framework via 

the post-synthesis way can enhance the acidity (both B and Lewis (L) acid sites) of the 
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support and the MSI. This method is very simple and practical, so it is often used as a 

modification method of HDS supports.  

Al-modified spherical SiO2 materials exhibit high HDS performance attributed to the 

good structural properties, such as large pore size and pore volume. But just because of this, 

the structural stability of these materials are relatively low [25,26]. Therefore, our goal is to 

improve structural stability of porous silica materials and to ensure their internal accessibility. 

The yolk-shell materials have attracted interests due to the good stability [27]. In particular, 

the yolk-shell silica nanospheres with good properties, such as great structural stability, high 

surface area, large pore volume, adjustable pore diameter, tunable yolk size and shell 

thickness, have been proven to be useful in many fields like medical, biological, drug delivery, 

etc. [28-30]. One of those materials, yolk-shell silica nanospheres with radially oriented 

ordered meso-channels has been synthesized by incubating silica nanospheres with water. The 

meso-channels are continuous throughout the shell with openings at surface and radially 

oriented to the sphere surface, illustrating that the meso-channels of the yolk-shell silica are 

readily accessible. Therefore, the sulfur containing compounds could effectively diffuse into 

or out of the porous silica materials and improve the ability of mass transfer. But until now, 

the application of this material in HDS reaction has not been reported. One possible reason is 

that the relatively low shell thickness of yolk-shell materials could lead to the decrease of 

structural stability and the relatively high shell thickness of yolk-shell materials may cause the 

decrease of accessibility of the meso-channels [31]. 

In this work, the yolk-shell SiO2 supports with adjustable yolk and shell sizes were 

successfully synthesized by changing the amounts of 1,3,5-triethylbenzene (TMB). The 

corresponding SiO2-supported NiMo catalysts for HDS reaction were fabricated and carefully 

characterized to study the relationship between shell thicknesses, yolk sizes, and structural 

stability of yolk-shell structure and active phase morphology. Moreover, DBT and 

4,6-DMDBT were utilized as probes to evaluated the HDS performances. The results 

indicated that NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst not only possessed the appropriate shell thickness and 

yolk size, but also the complete yolk-shell structure was maintained after HDS reaction. It 

was found that the maximum kHDS of DBT (13.0×10-4 mol g-1 h-1, 3.5 h-1) and 4,6-DMDBT 

(8.0×10-4 mol g-1 h-1, 2.2 h-1) were gained over NiMo/Al-Y30S13, which were much higher than 
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those over NiMo/Al-Y83S28 (3.7×10-4 mol g-1, 1.3 h-1) and (2.5×10-4 mol g-1 h-1, 0.8 h-1), 

respectively.  

2. Experimental section 

2.1 Sample preparation 

2.1.1 Synthesis of yolk-shell mesoporous SiO2 spheres 

The yolk-shell mesoporous SiO2 spheres with adjustable shell thicknesses and yolk sizes 

were first fabricated by a method of sol-gel in ethanol aqueous solution including 

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. AR), 

1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (TMB, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. CP), tetraethyl 

orthosilicate (TEOS, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. AR), 2-bis(triethoxysilyl)ethane 

(BTSE, Shanghai Macklin Biochemical Co., Ltd. ≥ 95%) and ammonia (Tianjin Fuchen 

Chemical Reagents Factory. AR). Typically, 4.8 g of CTAB and different amounts of TMB (0, 

2.4, 4.8, 7.2, 9.6, 12 and 14.4 g) were added in a mixture consisted of 178 g ethanol 

(Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. AR) and 562 g water and stirred for 3.5 h with a 

magnetic stirrer. Subsequently, 6.7 g of ammonia (25 wt.%) was added and stirred for 0.5 h. 

Then a mixture of silane precursors (7.1 g BTSE and 6.7 g TEOS) was also added into the 

above solution. To avoid foaming, the speed of magnetic stirrer was set at a low value at the 

beginning of the mixing process. The silicon sources should be added drop by drop. After 

stirring for 48 h at 35 °C, white solids were gained by centrifugation and ethanol washing. 

Then the obtained solids were incubated in 1200 g water (70 oC, 12 h) to prepare the 

yolk-shell silica nanospheres. The yolk-shell mesoporous SiO2 spheres were filtered, dried 

(80 oC, 12 h) and calcined (550 oC, 6 h, in a static oven). The yolk-shell samples with 

different shell thicknesses and yolk sizes are denoted as YxSy, where x and y represent the size 

of yolk and shell, respectively. 

2.1.2 Synthesis of the Al-YxSy materials    

Al-YxSy materials (Si/Al molar ratio = 20) were fabricated via a post-synthetic method 

utilizing aluminum chloride (AlCl3, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. AR) as aluminum 

source and anhydrous ethanol as solvent. A typical preparation process of Al modified 

yolk-shell silica materials was as follows: a certain amount of AlCl3 and 2 g YxSy were 

simultaneously added into the 75 mL ethanol. Then, the above mixture was stirred at 25 oC for 
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12 h and the products were obtained by centrifugation, finally, the Al-YxSy samples were 

gained after calcination at 550 oC for 6 h in air. 

2.1.3 Preparation of the catalysts 

The NiMo/Al-YxSy catalysts were fabricated by impregnation process with aqueous 

solutions of heptamolybdate tetrahydrate (((NH4)6Mo7O24·4H2O, Tianjin Fuchen Chemical 

Reagents Factory. AR)) and nickel nitrate (Ni(NO3)2·6H2O, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., 

Ltd. AR) utilizing a co-impregnation method. After the impregnation process, the solids were 

dried (100 oC, 12 h) and calcined (550 oC, 6h) in air. The contents of NiO and MoO3 on the 

Al-YxSy were equals to 3.5 wt.% and 15 wt.% (calculated by the feed ratio and determined by 

ICP-OES listed in Table S1, Supporting Information), respectively. The as-made 

NiMo/Al-YxSy catalysts were pressed and crushed to 40-60 mesh before the performance 

evaluation. The detailed characterization means and the HDS activity evaluation method of 

the catalyst are expressed in the supporting information. 

 

3. Results 

3.1 XRD  

 

Figure 1. Small-angle XRD patterns of YxSy supports (A): (a) Y83S28, (b) Y68S26, (c) Y59S25, (d) Y56S22, (e) Y45S17, (f) Y30S13, (g) 

Y0S11; Small-angle XRD spectra of Al-YxSy catalysts (B): (a) Al-Y83S28, (b) Al-Y68S26, (c) Al-Y59S25, (d) Al-Y56S22, (e) Al-Y45S17, 

(f) Al-Y30S13, (g) Al-Y0S11; Small-angle XRD spectra of Y30S13 (a) and Al-Y30S13 (b) materials (C); Wide-angle XRD spectra of 
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series catalysts (D): (a) NiMo/Al-Y83S28, (b) NiMo/Al-Y68S26, (c) NiMo/Al-Y59S25, (d) NiMo/Al-Y56S22, (e) NiMo/Al-Y45S17, (f) 

NiMo/Al-Y30S13, (g) NiMo/Al-Y0S11. 

Small-angel XRD patterns of YxSy and Al-YxSy are presented in Figure 1A and Figure 

1B. From Figure 1A, all the YxSy samples exhibit a diffraction peak in the 2θ range of 1.5°-3°, 

indicating that the ordered mesopores are presented in the yolk-shell mesoporous materials 

and the space group of these supports can be attributed to P6mm [32,33].The sizes of shell 

and yolk become smaller with the gradual increasing of TMB content and the corresponding 

diffraction peak also shifts to a lower angle with the thinning of yolk-shell structure. 

According to the Bragg’s equation (2dsinθ = nλ), a higher angle (θ) corresponds to a smaller 

interplanar spacing (d), implying that the mesopore size increase. The above results show that 

TMB successfully enlarge the mesopore size of the yolk-shell SiO2 supports. As the shell 

thickness decrease to 11 nm, the intensity of diffraction peak is obviously weakened, 

suggesting that the orderness of mesoporous decrease, which may be due to the destruction of 

yolk-shell structure. 

In Figure 1B, it can be observed that one diffraction peak representing the ordered 

mesoporous structure still exists and the characteristic peak of mesopores shifts to a lower 

angle with increasing TMB content, indicating that Al modification has little effect on the 

orderness of mesoporous structure. Figure 1C shows the small-angel XRD patterns of Y30S13 

and Al-Y30S13 samples, it could be found that the intensity of peak for Al-Y30S13 is slightly 

lower than Y30S13, which illustrates that the mesoporous orderness of Al modified YxSy 

supports decrease slightly compared with YS supports.  

Wide-angel XRD of NiMo/Al-YxSy catalysts and the line pattern of reference 

(PDF#47-1320 for the MoO3) are both displayed in Figure 1D. A broad peak is observed at 

20-30o for all the as-prepared materials, which belongs to the amorphous silica. The 

diffraction peaks assigned to bulk MoO3 were not detected in the range of 12-35o for all the 

catalysts, which illustrates that Mo species are well dispersed on the Al-YxSy materials. 

3.2 TEM 
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Figure 2. TEM graphs of Y83S28 and series Al-YxSy supports: (a) Y83S28, (b) Al-Y83S28, (c) Al-Y68S26, (d) Al-Y59S25, (e) Al-Y56S22, 

(f) Al-Y45S17, (g) Al-Y30S13 and (h) Al-Y0S11. 

 

Figure 3. TEM graphs of Y83S28 support and series Al-YxSy supports magnified by Figure 2: (a) Y83S28, (b) Al-Y83S28, (c) 

Al-Y68S26, (d) Al-Y59S25, (e) Al-Y56S22, (f) Al-Y45S17, (g) Al-Y30S13 and (h) Al-Y0S11. 

The morphologies of the YxSy and Al-YxSy materials were measured by TEM 

characterization. The TEM graphs clearly show the uniform yolk-shell structure, where a dark 

yolk is wrapped with a gray layer and consists of radially oriented ordered mesostructure. The 

yolk-shell SiO2 nanospheres have mesopores in both the yolk and shell regions. The 

mesochannels are continuous throughout the shell with openings at surface and radially 

oriented to the sphere surface, demonstrating that the accessibility of meso-channels for the 

yolk-shell nanospheres is good. All the Al-YxSy samples have a similar diameter of about 195 

nm (Al-Y83S28: 196 nm, Al-Y68S26: 195 nm, Al-Y59S25: 195 nm, Al-Y56S22: 194 nm, Al-Y45S17: 

195 nm, Al-Y30S13: 196 nm, Al-Y0S11: 195 nm, which are obtained from 10 pieces of TEM 

micrographs of at least 50 nanospheres measured by Digital Micrograph software). The 

synthesis mechanism of yolk-shell materials is as follows: when BTSE and TEOS are added 

to a mixture of water and ethanol, the silicon sources hydrolyzed to yield OH groups. 

Subsequently, the hydrolyzed silicon sources are assembled with CTA+ through the 

electrostatic interaction and condensed to form silica nanospheres with radially oriented 
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meso-structure. When the as-prepared silica nanospheres are incubated with water, the 

silicate-CTAB composites with low condensation degree originating from the TEOS are 

easier attacked by water molecules than BTSE, leading to the defects generated from SiO2 

interiors. The dissolved composites can re-condense into the outer shells, where possess lower 

interfacial energy and curvature compared with the defect surfaces derived from 

silicate-CTAB dissolution [29]. Finally, the as-prepared particles are converted to the 

yolk-shell silica nanospheres. The formation mechanism for YxSy supports with different shell 

thicknesses and yolk sizes is shown in Scheme 1. 

Figure 2a-b and Figure 3a-b show the TEM graphs of Y83S28 and Al-Y83S28 supports. It 

can be observed that Al-YxSy supports maintained the yolk-shell structure after doping Al 

species into YxSy support. The result illustrates that the bridging of Al species via a 

post-synthesis method has little impact on the yolk-shell structure of YxSy materials [34].  

The yolk size of the Al-modified yolk-shell SiO2 supports (Al-YxSy) follow the order of 

Al-Y83S28 (83 nm) > Al-Y68S26 (68 nm) > Al-Y59S25 (59 nm) > Al-Y56S22 (56 nm) > Al-Y45S17 

(45 nm) >Al-Y30S13 (30 nm) > Al-Y0S11 (0 nm). And the shell thicknesses follow the same 

order of Al-Y83S28 (28 nm) > Al-Y68S26 (26 nm) > Al-Y59S25 (25 nm) > Al-Y56S22 (22 nm) > 

Al-Y45S17 (17 nm) > Al-Y30S13 (13 nm) > Al-Y0S11 (11 nm). The above results show that the 

thickness of yolk and shell decrease with the increase of TMB content. The reasons are listed 

as follows: (1) when TMB was added to the synthesis system, the silicate-CTAB composites 

became more unstable and were more easily attacked by water; (2) the addition of TMB 

favoured the improvement of pore size of the SiO2 supports [35] (which is in accordance with 

the N2-physisorption results), the more dissolved silicate-CTAB composites diffused from the 

enlarged pore other than reassemble into the outer shells with increasing the amounts of TMB. 

Thus, the structural stability of series YxSy supports gradually decreases with the increasing 

content of TMB. Additionally, as shown in Figure 3b-h, the surface of yolk shell becomes 

rough with the increase of TMB content, which indicates that the pore diameters of the series 

supports also become larger under the influence of TMB.  

The variable yolk-shell structures controlled by the amounts of TMB have a large effect 

on the mass transfer of reactants (such as DBT and 4,6-DMDBT). With increasing TMB 

levels, the shell thickness and yolk size of Al-YxSy decrease and the cavity volume increases, 
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suggesting that the accessibility of as-made materials is enhanced. From Figure 2, a few silica 

nanospheres begin to break when the shell thickness decreases to 11 nm, which illustrates a 

deterioration in structural stability of Al-YxSy material. The structural stability of the catalysts 

is determined by the morphology of the sulfided catalysts after HDS reaction. As shown in 

Figure S1, NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst maintains the regular spherical yolk-shell structure, while 

the yolk-shell structure of NiMo/Al-Y0S11 catalyst is seriously destroyed, which manifests 

that the yolk-shell thickness of NiMo/Al-Y30S13 is moderate, so it has enough structural 

stability to cope with the HDS reaction. However, the yolk size and shell thickness of 

NiMo/Al-Y0S11 catalyst are very thin. Although it has good accessibility of meso-channels, 

the structure collapse caused by the decrease of structural stability results in the decrease of 

HDS performance. 

 

Scheme 1. Synthesis mechanism diagram of various YxSy materials: (a) Y83S28, (b) Y68S26, (c) Y59S25, (d) Y56S22, (e) Y45S17, (f) 

Y30S13 and (g) Y0S11. 

3.3 N2-physisorption 

The structural properties of the as-made materials were studied by N2 physisorption. The 

N2 adsorption-desroption isotherms and pore size distribution (PSD) curves of these materials 

are exhibited in Figure 4A-C and Figure 5A-C, respectively. In Figure 4, all the samples show 

two capillary condensation steps in the P/P0 ranges of 0.1-0.2 and 0.85-0.95, respectively, 

indicating that two sets of pores coexist in the materials [36]. Nitrogen sorption isotherms of 

the YxSy, Al-YxSy and NiMo/Al-YxSy show a type IV curve according to the IUPAC 

nomenclature with a sharp capillary condensation step and a large H2 hysteresis loop in the 
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p/p0 range of 0.5-0.9, revealing the formation of uniform and narrow mesoporous [37], while 

the H3 hysteresis loop is observed in the range of 0.9-1.0, corresponding to a lager pore size 

distribution [38].  

 

Figure 4. N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of (A) YxSy supports: (a) Y83S28, (b) Y68S26, (c) Y59S25, (d) Y56S22, (e) Y45S17, (f) 

Y30S13, (g) Y0S11; (B) Al-YxSy supports; (C) NiMo/Al-YxSy catalysts. 

 

Figure 5. PSD (deduced from the adsorption branches) curves of (A) YxSy: (a) Y83S28, (b) Y68S26, (c) Y59S25, (d) Y56S22, (e) Y45S17, 

(f) Y30S13, (g) Y0S11; (B) Al-YxSy; (C) NiMo/Al-YxSy 

As is shown in Figure 5, NiMo/Al-YxSy catalysts are similar to YxSy and Al-YxSy 

supports, which have double mesoporous structure (two curves could be obseverd). The 

diameters of the small pores are calculated to be 2.2 nm for all the catalysts, while the 

diameter of the large pores are 19.9 nm, 15.7 nm, 12.6 nm, 10.4 nm, 15.3 nm, 15.7 nm and 

19.1 nm, corresponding to NiMo/Al-Y83S28, NiMo/Al-Y68S26, NiMo/Al-Y59S25, 

NiMo/Al-Y56S22, NiMo/Al-Y45S17, NiMo/Al-Y30S13 and NiMo/Al-Y0S11, respectively. The 

pore size of the second curves (in YxSy, Al-YxSy and NiMo/Al-YxSy samples) attributed to the 

mesoporous structure decreases first and then increases with the increase of TMB content. 

The explanation for this phenomenon is that, in fact, the double mesoporous curve in PSD is 

formed by the interaction of three mesoporous channels. The peak 1 in PSD curves can be 

attributed to the meso-channels generated by self-assembly of CTAB (2.2 nm). The peak 2 is 

originating from the channels formed by CTAB micelles and enlarged via TMB (from about 
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10 to 20 nm with increasing TMB content). The peak 3 in Y83S28 is rooted in the cavity caused 

by incubating with water (above 20 nm). Moreover, since the incubation time is constant, the 

channel from the cavity is also constant. As the increase of TMB content, the amounts of 

narrow mesopores produced by the self-assembly of pure CTAB micelles decrease, which 

leads to a descending intensity of the first peak and incremental intensity of the second peak, 

and the shift of the second peak towards the direction of large pore size. The third peak (both 

location and intensity) in PSD curves still maintain constant. Therefore, the variation of 

second curves in PSD (composed of peak 2 and peak 3) are determined by the trends of the 

second peak. The increasing pore volume and pore size of the supports provide a better place 

for the diffusion of reactant molecules and more sufficient sulfurization of active species 

[39].The assessment process of diffusion resistances are described on page S26 in the 

“Supporting Information” file. 

The textural parameters of the as-made materials and HDS results at 13.76 g min mol-1 of 

NiMo/Al-YxSy materials are summarized in Table S2. With the increase of TMB content, the 

shell thicknesses and yolk sizes of the supports decrease. All the YxSy supports show a large 

specific surface area (above 800 m2 g-1). The average pore size and pore volume except the 

Y68S26 support are enlarged as increasing TMB content. It is evident that both Al modification 

and impregnation of active phases not only decrease the pore volume of the catalysts, but also 

decrease the specific surface area of the catalysts, which indicating that the hetero Al atoms 

and active phases mainly occupy the meso-channel and the cavity of the yolk-shell supports. 

The average pore sizes are slightly enlarged after loading active metals, which could be 

attributed to the blockage of narrow mesopores following the impregnation of Ni and Mo 

species. In generally, large pore size favors mass transfer, and large pore volume is conducive 

to the contact between the active phases and reactant molecules. NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst 

shows a largest pore size and pore volume among the as-made catalysts except for 

NiMo/Al-Y0S11. Thus, NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst was expected to have a highest HDS 

performance. 

3.4 27Al-MAS-NMR 
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Figure 6. 27Al NMR spectra of Al-YxSy supports: (a) Al-Y83S28, (b) Al-Y68S26, (c) Al-Y59S25, (d) Al-Y56S22, (e) Al-Y45S17, (f) 

Al-Y30S13, (g) Al-Y0S11. 

27Al NMR characterization was applied to investigate the states of Al species in the 

as-made Al-YxSy supports. In Figure 6, three peaks at 0, 33, and 54 ppm are observed. Two 

characters cantered at 54 and 0 ppm are originated from the tetrahedral and octahedral 

coordinated aluminum species, respectively [40]. The peak at 33 ppm can be ascribed to the 

formation of pentahedral coordinated aluminium atoms [41], suggesting that these Al atoms 

are different from those of bulk γ-Al2O3, ruling out the possibility of an independent alumina 

phase formation [42]. The distribution ratios of Al species in tetrahedral, pentahedral and 

octahedral coordination for Al-Y83S28, Al-Y68S26, Al-Y59S25, Al-Y56S22, Al-Y45S17, Al-Y30S13 

and Al-Y0S11 are determined to be approximately 1:1.06:0.83, 1:1.23:0.83, 1:1.04:0.82, 

1:1.04:0.84, 1:1.05:0.84, 1:1.08:0.87, and 1:1.06:0.86, respectively. The ratio of Al atoms with 

different coordination types in each sample is almost the same. Thus, the ratio of B/L acid in 

all the catalysts should be stable at a specific value. This also proves that the HDS 

performances of the catalysts are only related to the structure of the yolk-shell supports. 

3.5 Pyridine-FTIR spectra 

Pyridine-FTIR spectra of the NiMo/Al-YxSy catalysts were recorded to analyze the 

acidic strength and types. Figure 7A and 7B show the Py-FTIR patterns of the NiMo/Al-YxSy 

materials after pyridine was desorbed at 200 °C (total acid amounts) and 350 °C (the medium 

and strong acid amounts), respectively. The peaks situated at 1639 and 1546  cm-1 are 

ascribed to B acid sites, and the peaks located at 1622, 1575 and 1446 cm–1 are belonged to L 

acid sites [43,44]. The concentration of acid sites and the ratios of B/L are summarized in 

Table 1. Although the contents of acid sites on NiMo/Al-YxSy materials are different to each 

other, the B/L ratio over the investigated seven catalysts are quite similar, which is consistent 
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with the 27Al MAS NMR result. The B/L ratio of total and medium and strong acid sites of all 

samples are close to 0.26 and 0.30, respectively. The B/L ratio determines the activity of the 

catalyst when other characters of the samples are the same [1]. In our work, the B/L acid ratio 

of all samples are constant, therefore, we believe that the change of HDS performance is 

mainly due to the differences in yolk-shell structure of the YxSy supports. 

 

Figure 7. FTIR-pyridine spectra of the investigated NiMo/Al-YxSy materials degassed at (A) 200 oC and (B) 350 oC: (a) 

NiMo/Al-Y83S28, (b) NiMo/Al-Y68S26, (c) NiMo/Al-Y59S25, (d) NiMo/Al-Y56S22, (e) NiMo/Al-Y45S17, (f) NiMo/Al-Y30S13 and (g) 

NiMo/Al-Y0S11.   

Table 1. Contents of B and L acid sites of NiMo/Al-YxSy materials. 

Catalysts 

Amount of acid sites (μmol g-1) 

200 oC  350 oC 

L B L+B B/L  L B L+B B/L 

NiMo/Al-Y83S28 124 29 153 0.23  50 15 65 0.30 

NiMo/Al-Y68S26 180 47 227 0.26  74 15 89 0.20 

NiMo/Al-Y59S25 156 39 195 0.25  78 21 99 0.27 

NiMo/Al-Y56S22 185 49 234 0.26  98 27 125 0.28 

NiMo/Al-Y45S17 175 46 221 0.26  111 34 145 0.31 

NiMo/Al-Y30S13 168 46 214 0.27  92 28 120 0.30 

NiMo/Al-Y0S11 149 38 187 0.26  73 22 95 0.30 

 

3.6 Raman spectra 
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Figure 8. Raman spectra of catalysts in oxidation state (A) and sulfidation state (B): (a) NiMo/Al-Y83S28, (b) NiMo/Al-Y68S26, (c) 

NiMo/Al-Y59S25, (d) NiMo/Al-Y56S22, (e) NiMo/Al-Y45S17, (f) NiMo/Al-Y30S13 and (g) NiMo/Al-Y0S11. 

Raman spectra of NiMo/Al-YxSy materials are depicted in Figure 8A and Figure 8B. The 

oxidized catalysts show six typical Raman peaks at 360, 564, 709, 826, 908 and 955 cm-1. The 

peaks located at 955, 908 and 826cm-1 are originated from the NiMoO4 species [45]. The peak 

situated at 908 cm-1 is assigned to the tetrahedral Mo atoms [46,47].The peak at 360 cm-1 is 

originated from the Mo−O bond (bending mode) [48], and a peak centred at 564 cm-1 is 

belonged to Al-O bond [49]. The 709 cm-1 band is contributed to the α-NiMoO4 phase [50]. In 

particular, the broad peak at 955 cm-1 corresponds to the symmetric M=O terminal stretches 

of various surface polymolybdate species, which demonstrates a weak MSI [51,52]. Notably, 

the intensities of the peaks situated at 955 cm-1 are opposite to the strength of MSIs. And the 

intensities show a sequence of NiMo/Al-Y0S11 > NiMo/Al-Y30S13 > NiMo/Al-Y45S17 > 

NiMo/Al-Y56S22 > NiMo/Al-Y83S28 > NiMo/Al-Y59S25 > NiMo/Al-Y68S26, illustrating that 

MSIs of the catalysts increase with the above order. This result is in accordance to H2-TPR 

characterization. In Figure 8B, the sulfided catalysts exhibit four characteristic peaks at 634, 

454, 405 and 380 cm-1, of which the peaks at 405 and 380 cm-1 are assigned to the E1
2g and 

A1g modes of MoS2, 634 and 454 cm-1 are contributed to the resonance scattering of Raman 

[53,54]. The intensities of the bands change in a descending sequence: NiMo/Al-Y30S13 > 

NiMo/Al-Y45S17 ≈  NiMo/Al-Y0S11 > NiMo/Al-Y56S22 > NiMo/Al-Y83S28 > 

NiMo/Al-Y59S25 > NiMo/Al-Y68S26, illustrating that NiMo/Al-Y30S13 possesses the highest 

degree of sulfidation and may have the highest HDS performance. 

3.7 H2-TPR of the oxide catalysts 
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Figure 9. H2-TPR of the investigated oxide catalysts: (a) NiMo/Al-Y83S28, (b) NiMo/Al-Y68S26, (c) NiMo/Al-Y59S25, (d) 

NiMo/Al-Y56S22, (e) NiMo/Al-Y45S17, (f) NiMo/Al-Y30S13 and (g) NiMo/Al-Y0S11. 

H2-TPR tests of NiMo/Al-YxSy catalysts were carried out to investigate the reducibility 

of the active metals and MSIs, the patterns are depicted in Figure 9. All the catalysts show 

two reduction peaks in the temperature ranges 320–530 and 650–800 oC. The first-step 

reduction peak is assigned to the Mo (VI) reduction (Mo6+→HxMoO3→Mo4+). The higher one 

is attributed to the reduction of Mo (Ⅳ) (Mo4+ + 2e
–
→Mo0) [55-57]. The temperatures of 

first-step reduction and second-step reduction all follow the order of NiMo/Al-Y68S26 (480 oC, 

720 oC) > NiMo/Al-Y59S25 (464 oC, 712 oC) > NiMo/Al-Y83S28 (459 oC, 700 oC) > 

NiMo/Al-Y56S22 (454 oC, 688 oC) > NiMo/Al-Y45S17 (432 oC, 683 oC) > NiMo/Al-Y30S13 (425 

oC, 683 oC) > NiMo/Al-Y0S11 (422 oC, 633 oC), illustrating that the MSIs of NiMo/Al-YxSy 

catalysts change in the same rule (It is because that the stronger the interaction between metal 

ion (M+) and support, the more difficult the reaction between metal ion and hydrogen 

molecule, i.e., the weaker its redox ability. Therefore, the strength of MSI can be measured by 

the reduction temperature of H2-TPR). NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst exhibits much weaker MSI 

than NiMo/Al-Y68S26, NiMo/Al-Y59S25, NiMo/Al-Y83S28, NiMo/Al-Y56S22 and 

NiMo/Al-Y45S17 catalysts, and has appropriate dispersion of Mo active species than 

NiMo/Al-Y0S11 catalyst.  H2-TPR results show that thinner shell thickness and smaller yolk 

size are more conducive to the weak MSI. In addition, a lower reduction temperature suggests 

that MoO3 are easier to be reduced to MoS2 (active sites for HDS) in the pre-sulfidation 

process.  

3.8 XPS 
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The XPS characterizations were carried out and the Mo3d XPS spectra for the sulfided 

NiMo/Al-YxSy materials are displayed in Figure 10. The deconvolution rules are described as 

follows: the peaks at 232.2 ± 0.2 eV and 229.0 ± 0.2 eV are derived from the Mo 3d3/2and Mo 

3d5/2 of Mo4+, respectively; the peaks at 233.1 ± 0.2 eV and 230.1 ± 0.2 eV are derived from 

the Mo 3d3/2 and Mo 3d5/2 of Mo5+, respectively; the peaks at 235.7 ± 0.2 eV and 232.7 ± 0.2 

eV are belonged to the Mo3d3/2 and Mo3d5/2 of Mo6+, respectively; and the peak at 226.2 eV is 

originated from S2− [58, 59]. As exhibited in Table 2, the sulfidation degree of Mo species 

(SMo) is changed in an ascending order: NiMo/Al-Y68S26 (51.1%) < NiMo/Al-Y59S25 (57.4%) 

< NiMo/Al-Y83S28 (59.1%) < NiMo/Al-Y56S22 (65.1%) < NiMo/Al-Y0S11 (70.5%) ≈ 

NiMo/Al-Y45S17 (70.6%) < NiMo/Al-Y30S13 (73.3%). The Mo4+/Mototal ratio is significantly 

related to the MSI, weak MSI of catalyst generally corresponds to high sulfidation degree. 

The highest sulfidation degree of NiMo/Al-Y30S13 is promoted by the relatively weak MSI, 

which is accordance to H2-TPR results. The ratio of Mo4+/Mototal decreases when the shell 

thickness equals to 11 nm, which is due to the reduced structural stability of NiMo/Al-Y0S11. 

What’s more, it can be seen from Table S3 that the HDS performance is directly related to the 

sulfidation degree of the catalyst. NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst has the highest HDS performance 

due to its highest sulfidation degree of Mo species. The Ni2p XPS was also characterized as 

shown in Figure S2 and Table S4. The results were discussed in the supporting information.  

Table 2. Mo3d XPS data on the NiMo/Al-YxSy materials in sulfidation state. 

Catalysts 

Mo4+ 

 

Mo5+ 

 

Mo6+ 

 SMo
b 

ar. %a 

(229.0 

eV) 

ar. % 

(232.2 

eV) 

ar. % 

(230.1 

eV) 

ar. % 

(233.1 

eV) 

ar. % 

(232.7

eV) 

ar. % 

(235.7 

eV) 

NiMo/Al-Y83S28 42.1 17.0 

 

3.8 3.1 

 

26.4 7.6 

 

59.1 

NiMo/Al-Y68S26 30.0 21.2 3.4 2.4 34.1 8.9 51.2 

NiMo/Al-Y59S25 34.6 22.8 1.6 2.4 30.7 7.9 57.4 

NiMo/Al-Y56S22 33.7 31.4 2.4 1.2 25.5 5.8 65.1 

NiMo/Al-Y45S17 46.4 24.2 0 0 23.2 6.2 70.6 

NiMo/Al-Y30S13 41.5 31.8 0 0 21.1 5.6 73.3 

NiMo/Al-Y0S11 43.6 26.9 0 0 21.1 8.4 70.5 

Note: a ar. % means the area percent of XPS peak. 
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              b SMo = Mo4+/(Mo4++Mo5++Mo6+). 

 

Figure 10. Mo3d XPS spectra of NiMo/Al-YxSy materials in sulfidation state: (A) NiMo/Al-Y83S28, (B) NiMo/Al-Y68S26, (C) 

NiMo/Al-Y59S25, (D) NiMo/Al-Y56S22, (E) NiMo/Al-Y45S17, (F) NiMo/Al-Y30S13 and (G) NiMo/Al-Y0S11. 

 

3.9 HRTEM 
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Figure 11. HRTEM images of various sulfided NiMo/Al-YxSy materials: (a) NiMo/Al-Y83S28, (b) NiMo/Al-Y68S26, (c) 

NiMo/Al-Y59S25, (d) NiMo/Al-Y56S22, (e) NiMo/Al-Y45S17, (f) NiMo/Al-Y30S13, (g) NiMo/Al-Y0S11. (h) Distribution for the 

length of the MoS2 slabs dispersed on the investigated materials. 

The morphologies of MoS2 and sulfided NiMo/Al-YxSy materials have great influence on 

the HDS performance. HRTEM analyses were conducted and representative graphs of 

different materials are depicted in Figure 11a-g. The SLN of MoS2 crystals are displayed in 

Figure 11h. It can be found that the SL and SLN of MoS2 crystals first increase and then 

decrease obviously as the decreasing sizes of shell and yolk over the Al-YxSy supports. In 

general, lower SLN could inhibit the producing of NiMoS-II active phases, and higher degree 

of SLN can restrict the exposure of corner and edge sites (real active sites) [60]. The 

appropriate SL and SLN of MoS2 slabs are not only conducive to expose more active sites, but 

also to the dispersion of active phase [61]. The statistical data derived from the HRTEM 

graphs are summarized in Table 3. The values of Lav (in nm) and Nav for the MoS2 slabs over 

the NiMo/Al-YxSy materials follow an order of NiMo/Al-Y68S26 (5.3, 3.6) > NiMo/Al-Y59S25 

(4.3, 3.4) > NiMo/Al-Y83S28 (4.2, 3.3) > NiMo/Al-Y45S17 (3.6, 3.1) > NiMo/Al-Y30S13 (3.3, 

3.0) > NiMo/Al-Y0S11 (3.2, 2.8). The values of ƒMo for MoS2 crystals on the NiMo/Al-YxSy 
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catalysts in sulfidation state follow an descending order of NiMo/Al-Y0S11 (0.33) > 

NiMo/Al-Y30S13 (0.32) > NiMo/Al-Y45S17 (0.30) > NiMo/Al-Y56S22 (0.28) > NiMo/Al-Y83S28 

(0.25) > NiMo/Al-Y59S25 (0.24) > NiMo/Al-Y68S26 (0.16). Among these catalysts, 

NiMo/Al-Y30S13 material not only has good morphology of MoS2 slabs, but also possesses 

high ƒMo value, which are important for HDS performance.  

Table 3. Lav and Nav values of MoS2 slabs. 

Catalyst Lav (nm) Nav ƒMo 

NiMo/Al-Y83S28 4.3 3.3 0.25 

NiMo/Al-Y68S26 5.3 3.6 0.16 

NiMo/Al-Y59S25 4.3 3.4 0.24 

NiMo/Al-Y56S22 3.6 3.1 0.28 

NiMo/Al-Y45S17 3.5 3.0 0.30 

NiMo/Al-Y30S13 3.3 2.9 0.32 

NiMo/Al-Y0S11 3.2 2.8 0.33 

 

3.10 HDS performance on DBT 

 

Figure 12. DBT HDS activities as a function of weight time (340 oC, 4 MPa, 200 mL mL-1): (a) NiMo/Al-Y83S28, (b) 

NiMo/Al-Y68S26, (c) NiMo/Al-Y59S25, (d) NiMo/Al-Y56S22, (e) NiMo/Al-Y45S17, (f) NiMo/Al-Y30S13 and (g) NiMo/Al-Y0S11. 

Figure 12 displays the activities of NiMo/Al-YxSy catalysts for DBT HDS at different 

weight time of 1.39 to 13.76 g min mol-1. For all the investigated materials, the activities 

increase with the ascending weight time. Furthermore, conversions of different catalysts in the 

whole range of weight time follow an order of NiMo/Al-Y30S13 > NiMo/Al-Y0S11 > 

NiMo/Al-Y45S17 > NiMo/Al-Y56S22 > NiMo/Al-Y83S28 > NiMo/Al-Y59S25 > NiMo/Al-Y68S26. 
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The NiMo/Al-Y30S13 shows the highest HDS performance, of which its conversion (50.4%) is 

1.5 times higher than that of the NiMo/Al2O3 (33.6% from the literature) [1], more four times 

as that over NiMo/Al-Y83S28 (12.3%). And what’s more, the HDS conversion of 

NiMo/Al-Y30S13 can reach 99.5% (about 2.5 ppm S remained) at 13.76 g min mol-1.  

 

Figure 13. DBT HDS product distributions over NiMo/Al-Y30S13 material as a function of weight time. 

The product distributions of HDS over NiMo/Al-YxSy catalysts under different weight 

time are exhibited in Figure S3 and Figure 13. Obviously, among the products, selectivity of 

biphenyl (BP) is no less than 50% at all weight time, which indicating that direct 

desulfurization route (DDS) is the absolute preferential path of DBT HDS on NiMo/Al-YxSy 

catalysts. The selectivities of BP and cyclopentylmethylbenzene (CPMB) rise, while the 

selectivities of tetrahydrodibenzothiophene (THDBT) and cyclohexylbenzene (CHB) 

decrease with the ascending weight time. The selectivity of cyclopentylmethylcyclohexane 

(CPMCH), and isophenyl hexadiene (PHDi) remained constant at all weight time. 

 

Figure 14. Possible DBT HDS reaction network over the NiMo/Al-YxSy materials. 

The possible reaction network (Figure 14 and Figure S4) is deduced according to the 

HDS products which were tested at the situation of DBT conversion equals to 50 % via a 

GC-MS. Obviously, there are two reaction paths: DDS and HYD. DDS, S atoms belonged to 

DBT is directly removed by the fracture of C-S covalent bonds, yielding BP as a 
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desulfurization product. HYD, DBT preliminary occur the hydrogenation reaction and 

subsequently the S atoms from the hydrogenated products are further removed to form CHB 

and CHEB. DCH can also be detected from the products, which attributed to the 

hydrogenation of CHB. Besides, isomerization products are also detected like PHDi, CPMB 

and CPMCH. Though the CHEB was not directly detected by GC-MS characterization due to 

the reaction rate of CHEB converting to CHB and PHDi is very fast, the formation of PHDi 

from CHEB was verified by our previous work [41].  

Table 4. DBT HDS catalytic performance over various catalysts. 

Catalyst 

Conversiona 

(%) 

kHDS (10-4 

mol 

g-1h-1)b 

TOFc 

(h-1) 

 Product Selectivity (%)d 

DDS/HYD 

ratio 

HYD  DDS 

THDBT CHB PHDi CPMCH CPMB DCH  BP 

NiMo/Al-Y83S28 49.8 3.7 1.3 4 6 5 0 3 2  80 4.0 

NiMo/Al-Y68S26 50.2 2.1 1.1 4 3 6 1 2 2  82 4.6 

NiMo/Al-Y59S25 49.5 3.4 1.2 3 6 4 1 3 1  81 4.3 

NiMo/Al-Y56S22 49.9 4.9 1.5 5 9 5 1 2 1  77 3.4 

NiMo/Al-Y45S17 49.6 8.5 2.3 8 6 5 1 2 1  76 3.2 

NiMo/Al-Y30S13 50.2 13.0 3.5 7 10 5 2 2 2  73 2.7 

NiMo/Al-Y0S11 50.1 8.9 2.3 6 8 5 2 2 1  76 3.2 

a The DBT HDS conversion was gained by changing weight time (340 oC, 4 MPa, 200 mL mL-1). 

b
 The kHDS was gained at a low DBT conversion (< 20%). 

b Number of reacted DBT molecules per hour and per Mo atom at the edge sites obtained at a low DBT conversion (< 20%). 

c Determined at total DBT conversion of 50% by adjusting weight time. 

HYD: THDBT + CHEB + CHB + PHDi + CPMB + CPMCH+DCH; DDS: BP. 

The product distributions of DBT HDS over NiMo/Al-YxSy catalysts are displayed in 

Table 4. The ratios for the principal products of DDS and HYD pathways of different 

materials follow an descending sequence of NiMo/Al-Y68S26 (4.6) > NiMo/Al-Y59S25 (4.3) > 

NiMo/Al-Y83S28 (4.0) > NiMo/Al-Y56S22 (3.4) > NiMo/Al-Y45S17 (3.2) ≈ NiMo/Al-Y0S11 

(3.2) > NiMo/Al-Y30S13 (2.7). DDS route is the dominate reaction pathway for all the 

NiMo/Al-YxSy catalysts. Interestingly, NiMo/Al-Y30S13, which has the highest activity of 

DBT HDS, presents the highest HYD performance other than DDS performance. Except for 

NiMo/Al-Y68S26 and NiMo/Al-Y59S25 catalysts, the selectivity of HYD route increases with 

the decrease of the thickness of shell and yolk. For NiMo/Al-Y0S11 catalyst, the shell thick of 

it is thinner than that of NiMo/Al-Y30S13, which manifesting its inner accessibility is better 
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than that of NiMo/Al-Y30S13, but at the same time, the structural stability of NiMo/Al-Y0S11 is 

reduced. A large number of hollow silica nanospheres were broken after HDS reaction, 

leading to a decrease in the number of effective silica supports and ultimately to the decline of 

HDS performance. 

It can see from Table 4, the values of kHDS (in mol g-1 h-1) and TOF (in h-1) change in a 

sequence of NiMo/Al-Y30S13 (13.0×10-4, 3.5) > NiMo/Al-Y0S11 (8.9×10-4, 2.3) > 

NiMo/Al-Y45S17 (8.5×10-4, 2.3) > NiMo/Al-Y56S22 (4.9×10-4, 1.5) > NiMo/Al-Y83S28 (3.7×10-4, 

1.3) > NiMo/Al-Y59S25 (3.4×10-4,1.2) > NiMo/Al-Y68S26 (2.1×10-4, 1.1), which is accordance 

to the order of HDS performance. Appropriate yolk-shell size is beneficial for the 

improvement of kHDS and TOF.  

3.11 HDS performance on 4,6-DMDBT 

 

Figure 15. 4,6-DMDBT HDS conversion as a function of weight time over NiMo/Al-YxSy materials (340 oC, 4 MPa, 200 mL 

mL-1): (a) NiMo/Al-Y83S28, (b) NiMo/Al-Y68S26, (c) NiMo/Al-Y59S25, (d) NiMo/Al-Y56S22, (e) NiMo/Al-Y45S17, (f) 

NiMo/Al-Y30S13 and (g) NiMo/Al-Y0S11. 

     The 4,6-DMDBT HDS catalytic performances of NiMo/Al-YxSy catalysts with different 

shell thicknesses and yolk sizes were evaluated and the results as a function of the weight 

time are exhibited in Figure 15. The conversions at all the weight time over the as-made 

materials change in a descending sequence: NiMo/Al-Y30S13 > NiMo/Al-Y0S11 > 

NiMo/Al-Y45S17 > NiMo/Al-Y56S22 > NiMo/Al-Y83S28 > NiMo/Al-Y59S25 > NiMo/Al-Y68S26. 

The conversion of NiMo/Al-Y45S17 is slightly higher than NiMo/Al-Y0S11 at the high weight 

time (6.88 and 13.76 g min mol-1), which is due to the sulfidation degree of the former is 

slightly higher than that of the latter. However, the shell thickness of the catalyst plays a 

decisive role at the low weight time (1.39-2.77 g min mol-1). NiMo/Al-Y30S13 shows the 

highest conversion in the tested range of weight time, of which its conversion (27.1%) at 1.39 
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g min mol-1 is almost 2 times as that of NiMo/Al2O3 (13.8%) [1], 2.7 times as that of 

NiMo/Al-Y83S28 (9.9%). The result indicates that appropriate shell thickness and yolk size 

could improve the hydrodesulfurization activity. Three cycles of HDS tests of 

NiMo/Al-Y30S13 for DBT and 4,6-DMDBT from 1.39-13.76 g min mol-1 were also conducted 

(Figure S5), the results were discussed in the supporting information. 

 

Figure 16. 4,6-DMDBT HDS product distributions on NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst as a function of weight time. 

The distributions of product for 4,6-DMDBT HDS over NiMo/Al-Y30S13 as a function of 

weight time are shown in Figure 16 and Figure S6. Apparently, the isomerization (ISO) routes 

play a key role at any weight time other than HYD, reflected from the high selectivities (> 

60%) of the sum of iso-methyl-isopropyltetralin (Iso-MIPT) and 4,4'-dimethylbiphenyl 

(4,4’-DMBP). The selectivity of 4,6-THDMDBT decrease, while the selectivities of 

3,3’-DMBCH and 3,3’-DMCHB rise with an increasing weight time, indicating that the 

intermediate product (4,6-THDMDBT) of the HYD route will be fully hydrogenated to 

3,3’-DMCHB and 3,3’-DMBCH. Although 3,3’-DMBP selectivity of can reach 17% at 13.76 

g min mol-1, DDS is still not the prior path. Moreover, the selectivities of 3,3’-DMBCH and 

3,3’-DMCHB remain constant at all weight time.  

 

Figure 17. Possible 4,6-DMDBT HDS reaction network of series NiMo/Al-YxSy materials. 
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Figure 17 exhibits the possible mechanism (deduced from the GC-MS results as shown 

in Figure S7) of 4,6-DMDBT HDS over NiMo/Al-YxSy catalysts. Three parallel pathways can 

be observed: HYD, DDS and ISO. (1) HYD route: one of the aromatic rings of 4,6-DMDBT 

occurs a hydrogenation process, and then 4,6-THDMDBT and 4,6-HHDMDBT intermediates 

can be detected on GC-MS chromatograph. After desulfurization, these intermediates 

transform into 3,3'-DMCHB and 3,3'-DMCHEB. (2) DDS route: hetero S atoms in 

4,6-DMDBT eliminated directly via the breaking of C-S bonds. (3) ISO route: the position of 

methyl groups in 4,6-DMDBT change from the 4 and/or 6 positions to 3 and/or 7 positions 

firstly, resulting in the formation of 3,7-DMDBT and/or 3,6-DMDBT intermediates [62]. 

After that, the above intermediates transform into the other products via DDS and HYD 

routes. DDS is the main route in this step, reflected from the 4,4’-DMBP selectivity is no less 

than 50% at all weight time. Additionally, 3,6-DMDBT was detected but 3,4’-DMBP 

originated from 3,6-DMDBT by DDS path was not detected in this work, as shown in Figure 

S7. Therefore, we believe that 3,6-DMDBT has indeed transformed into 3,7-DMDBT in the 

HDS process as shown in Figure S8 [63].  

Table 5. 4,6-DMDBT HDS catalytic performance over various catalysts. 

Catalyst 

Conversiona 

(%) 

kHDS(10-4 

mol 

g-1h-1)b 

TOFc 

(h-1) 

Product Selectivity (%)d 
Total 

ISO 

(%) 

HYD DDS ISO 

4,6-THDMDBT 

+ 

4,6-HHDMDBT 
3,3’-DMCHB 3,3’-DMBCH 3,3’-DMBP 4,4’-DMBP Iso-MIPT 

NiMo/Al-Y83S28 49.8 2.5 0.8 10 14 3 9 59 5 64 

NiMo/Al-Y68S26 50.2 1.3 0.7 19 14 2 5 55 5 60 

NiMo/Al-Y59S25 49.7 2.2 0.8 19 13 2 5 56 5 61 

NiMo/Al-Y56S22 49.9 2.9 0.9 10 14 5 7 57 7 64 

NiMo/Al-Y45S17 50.1 3.3 1.0 9 17 2 6 57 9 66 

NiMo/Al-Y30S13 50.3 8.0 2.2 9 15 2 5 61 8 69 

NiMo/Al-Y0S11 49.7 5.8 1.5 9 13 3 7 61 7 68 

a The 4,6-DMDBT HDS conversion was gained by adjusting weight time (340 oC, 4 MPa, 200 mL mL-1).  

b The kHDS was gained at a low 4,6-DMDBT conversion (< 20%). 

c Number of reacted 4,6-DMDBT molecules per hour and per Mo atom at the edge sites obtained at a low 4,6-DMDBT 

conversion (< 20%).  

d Determined at total 4,6-DMDBT conversion of 50% by adjusting weight time. 

HYD: 4,6-THDMDBT + 4,6-HHDMDBT + 3,3'-DMCHB + 3,3'-DMBCH; DDS: 3,3'-DMBP; ISO: Iso-MIPT + 4,4'-DMBP . 
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The product distributions data of NiMo/Al-YxSy catalysts are summarized in Table 5. 

Many peaks were detected as that over NiMo/ZK and NiMo/ZS reported by previous works 

[1,63]. A small amount of cracking products were detected, illustrating that some cracking 

reactions occurred over NiMo/Al-YxSy materials. Seven products were detected: 4,4’-DMBP 

and Iso-MIPT formed through the ISO route; 3,3’-DMBP, generated by DDS pathway; 

4,6-THDMDBT, 4,6-hexahydro-dimethyldibenzothiophene (4,6-HHDMDBT), 3,3’-DMCHB 

and 3,3’-DMBCH, produced by HYD pathway. The ISO proportions over different catalyst 

change in a descending sequence: NiMo/Al-Y30S13 (69%) > NiMo/Al-Y0S11 (68%) > 

NiMo/Al-Y45S17 (66%) > NiMo/Al-Y56S22 (64%) ≈ NiMo/Al-Y83S28 (64%) > 

NiMo/Al-Y59S25 (61%) > NiMo/Al-Y68S26 (60%). The kHDS (in mol g-1 h-1) and TOF (in h-1) 

values of 4,6-DMDBT HDS follow the sequence of NiMo/Al-Y30S13 (8.0×10-4, 2.2) > 

NiMo/Al-Y0S11 (5.8×10-4, 1.5) > NiMo/Al-Y45S17 (3.3×10-4, 1.0) > NiMo/Al-Y56S22 (2.9×10-4, 

0.9) > NiMo/Al-Y83S28 (2.5×10-4, 0.8) > NiMo/Al-Y59S25 (2.2×10-4, 0.8) > NiMo/Al-Y68S26 

(1.3×10-4, 0.7).  

 

4. Discussion 

In this study, the yolk-shell silica materials with different shell thicknesses and yolk sizes 

were successfully prepared and used in HDS of DBT and 4,6-DMDBT. The catalytic 

performance of the investigated NiMo/Al-YxSy catalysts are inseparable from their 

physicochemical characteristics, including shell thickness and yolk size, structural stability, 

pore size, pore volume, specific surface area, MSI, dispersion and sulfidation degree of active 

metals, acidity, et al. Among the above properties, the dominant factor related to the HDS 

catalytic performance is shell thickness and yolk size, which could directly or indirectly affect 

other factors. The appropriate shell thickness and yolk size and highest sulfidation degree of 

Mo species (73.3%) and NiMoS (56.6%) for NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst, along with a moderate 

structural stability, resulted in excellent DBT (99.5%) and 4,6-DMDBT (95.7%) conversion 

(at 13.76 g min mol-1) with superior TOFs for DBT (3.5 h-1) and 4,6-DMDBT (2.2 h-1) 

(Figures 4 and 5, Tables 4 and 5). The correlation between the activity and surface properties 

was observed. The yolk-shell structure of Y30S13 support (Figure 3) can improve its specific 

surface area and pore volume (Figure 4 and Table S2), thus promote the dispersion (Figure 11 
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and Table 3) of the NiMo active metals on the support surface, finally resulting in the 

improvement of HDS catalytic performance. Higher dispersion degree of active phases also 

corresponds to smaller MoO3 particles which are easier to be reduced by H2. The relatively 

weak MSI is conducive to the improvement of sulfidation degree. NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst 

possesses relatively weak MSI (Figures 8 and 9), thus providing a high sulfidation degree, 

which favors a high HDS activity. The meso-channels of NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst which are 

continuous throughout the yolk-shell structure and enlarged by TMB can improve the 

accessibility between NiMo metals and DBT (4,6-DMDBT), and at the same time reduces the 

diffusion resistance of the reactants on the catalyst surface, thus improving the HDS catalytic 

performance. Extremely low shell thickness and yolk size could lead to the decline of the 

structural stability for the supports and cause the collapse of the yolk-shell structure (such as 

Y0S11 support in Figure S1). The HDS catalytic performance of NiMo/Al-Y0S11 catalyst is 

reduced while that of NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst is enhanced due to a moderate structural 

stability (Figures S1,12 and 15). The appropriate L&B acid contents of NiMo/Al-Y30S13 are 

beneficial for both DDS and HYD pathway of DBT HDS. DDS is the prior path for DBT 

HDS, the enhancement of HYD proportion could improve the ability of desulfurization of the 

investigated catalysts. The ISO route is the privilege pathway for the 4,6-DMDBT HDS, 

which is attributed to its high B acid sites. Furthermore, three cycles of HDS tests of 

NiMo/Al-Y30S13 for DBT and 4,6-DMDBT from 1.39 to 13.76 g min mol-1 were measured. 

The HDS activities of the as-made catalysts will not decrease after at least three cycles. 

In summary, the NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst shows good performance which can be 

assigned to its moderate shell thickness and yolk size, proper structural stability, large pore 

size, large pore volume, moderate B/L ratio of catalyst, appropriate MSI, and suitable 

morphology of MoS2 crystals.  

 

5. Conclusions 

Mesoporous yolk-shell silica spheres with different shell thicknesses and yolk sizes 

(YxSy) were synthesized. The moderate shell thickness and yolk size, proper structural 

stability, large pore size, large pore volume and complete yolk-shell structure were obtained 

over Al-Y30S13 support. The sulfided NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst exhibited high sulfidation 
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degree, high dispersion and moderate morphology of active metals which exposed more 

corner and edge sites.  

Among all the as-made samples, the NiMo/Al-Y30S13 gave the highest activities. For 

example, the NiMo/Al-Y30S13 exhibited the highest values of kHDS and TOF in both DBT and 

4,6-DMDBT HDS, which are due to its synergistic effect of good textural properties, suitable 

MSI, moderate acidity , high sulfidation degree, high dispersion degree and desirable stacking 

morphology of the active phases.  

The DDS is the privilege pathway for DBT HDS, and the enhanced selectivity of HYD 

improved the DBT HDS performance over the NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst. The ISO is the prior 

path for 4,6-DMDBT HDS due to the moderate B acid sites of NiMo/Al-Y30S13 catalyst.  
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